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A large portion of the recent performance increase in the High Performance Computing (HPC) and Machine
Learning (ML) domains is fueled by accelerator cards. Many popular ML frameworks support accelerators by
organizing computations as a computational graph over a set of highly optimized, batched general-purpose
kernels. While this approach simplifies the kernels’ implementation for each individual accelerator, the
increasing heterogeneity among accelerator architectures for HPC complicates the creation of portable and
extensible libraries of such kernels. Therefore, using a generalization of the CUDA community’s warp-register
cache programming idiom, we propose a new programming idiom (CoRe) and a virtual architecture model
(PIRCH), abstracting over SIMD and SIMT paradigms. We define and automate the mapping process from a
single source to PIRCH’s intermediate representation and develop backends that issue code for three different
architectures: Intel AVX512, NVIDIA GPUs, and NEC SX-Aurora. Code generated by our source-to-source
compiler for batched kernels, borG, competes favorably with vendor-tuned libraries and is up to 2x faster
than hand-tuned kernels across architectures.

CCS Concepts: • Software and its engineering → Source code generation; • Computer systems orga-
nization → Parallel architectures.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The inability to further scale single processor performance has triggered significant developments
in widely parallel processor designs [18]. The TOP500 list of supercomputers shows that today’s
performance improvements in HPC setups are fueled by two trends: multi-core processors and
massively parallel accelerator cards, such as GPUs and vector processors. Unfortunately, upcoming
generations of processors are likely to include significant architectural changes to overcome
the emerging technological limitations of silicon-based computers [26]. While these innovations
help processors achieve higher performance, they usually introduce software stack modifications,
including changes to programming models and languages, instruction sets and SDKs. In HPC
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environments, where software often requires a high degree of specialization and hand-tuning to
achieve maximum performance on a given system, the cost of introducing new processors (e.g.,
GPUs) is therefore significant, since it requires changing the application software.
A second complication comes from the appearance of new diverse applications with quickly

changing requirements, such as deep learning (ML) applications. In the ML field, new developments
outpace the ability of system researchers to provide efficient software implementations, as also
pointed out by a recent report [7]. In fact, ML application frameworks, such as TensorFlow and
PyTorch, make it easy to define deep learning computations in Python and then map to highly
tuned, vendor-provided accelerator libraries, e.g., cuDNN, cuBLAS or OneDNN. Nonetheless, such
frameworks mainly support common computations and hardware, lagging behind cutting edge
developments, which therefore often need custom compute kernels for the target accelerators.
At the same time, the paramount computational graph abstraction in the ML field helps with

simplifying the porting of e.g., deep learning workflows. While the control flow, in form of the
graph, is assembled and maintained on the host, its vertices represent kernels that are, due to
the nature of training in ML, batched. These kernels are executed on large batches of relatively
small input problems, e.g., a batched dense matrix multiplication in BERT-like networks. Besides
ML, batched kernels are used in e.g., sparse linear algebra [2] or integer optimization [6]. Still,
when using operations that are not part of vendor’s libraries inside a computational graph on
accelerators, users have to implement these high-performance kernels themselves, either manually,
using architecture-specific compilers [43] or code synthesizers [52] for different architectures.
In this paper, we address this issue by presenting an abstraction over the Single Instruction

Multiple Thread (SIMT) and Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) paradigms used in accelerator
architectures to program high-performance batched compute kernels, and a compiler that is capable
of mapping them to different target architectures. Avoiding the temptation of defining yet another
programming model, our approach is instead targeted at extending existing abstractions that are a
potential candidate for high-performance cross-architecture programming. In particular, we focus
our attention on the warp register cache idiom, as commonly used for, amongst others, batched
kernels in the CUDA community [15, 35, 56]. The idiom combines descriptions of computations that
are performed by a small set of parallel executors (warp-centric, bulk-synchronous programming)
with the explicit use of executors’ registers as memory caches (cf. Section 2). While adhering to these
two principles limits the expressiveness of CUDA code, the resulting compute kernels can offer a
2-3x speedup over other implementations, e.g., those that use a shared memory approach [48]. Our
key insight is that these restrictions also make the implemented compute kernels easier to port to
different architectures, while maintaining high performance.

Starting from this observation, we generalize the warp register idiom into the collective register
cache (CoRe) by treating the number of parallel executors as a compiler-time constant. To abstract
over the target architectures, we then define a virtual architecture (PIRCH) which captures the
information provided by a compute kernel that adheres to CoRe into an intermediate representation
(IR) that subsumes representations for SIMT and SIMD compute models (cf. Section 3).

Building on this basis, we design borG, a source-to-source compiler that compiles batched
general-purpose kernels following the CoRe idiom to different architectures (cf. Section 4) via
PIRCH’s IR, an extension to the vanilla LLVM IR. The current borG implementation supports three
different devices: Intels’ AVX512 subsystem (SIMD), NVIDIA GPUs (SIMT) and NEC SX-Aurora
vector processors (wide SIMD) as well as an LLVM IR backend. Different from program synthesis
approaches, borG is a classical, one-shot compiler and does not require a time-consuming search
over different variants of a kernel. We show that borG can build compute kernels that compete
in performance with hand-optimized ones, and in some cases with vendor-tuned libraries (cf.
Section 5) using 7 kernels from various applications and areas.
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Class GPU / SIMT SIMD Vector / long SIMD

Representative NVIDIA Titan V Intel Xeon 6126 Gold NEC SX-Aurora 10B
RAM [GB / TB/s] 12 / 0.653 - / 0.119 48 / 1.2
TFLOPs [SP / DP] 14.9 / 7.4 2.6 / 1.8 4 / 2.15
Release 2017 2017 2018
Price point $3,000 $2,100 $3,000

Table 1. Hardware statistics for our evaluation hardware, representing the three accelerator classes. The price
points are averages for the US market in early 2020.

In summary, our contributions are:
• we introduce the virtual architecture PIRCH and a corresponding extension to LLVM IR
capturing the semantics of programs that follow the CoRe idiom, and to abstract away the
specific properties of target SIMD and SIMT architectures;

• we present borG, a source-to-source compiler for batched OpenCL C programs targeting
three different accelerator architectures (AVX512, CUDA and NEC SX-Aurora) and LLVM IR;

• we provide details on specific tuning steps implemented in each of the accelerator backends
and discuss their optimized primitives;

• we implement 7 different computational kernels from 3 areas of application using the CoRe
idiom and evaluate borG on them against reference kernels and on each of the three supported
architectures.

We provide a discussion about related work in Section 6, and give an outlook on future directions
and open research questions in Section 7. For the remainder of this paper, we assume that the
reader is familiar with OpenCL (or CUDA) and its vocabulary.

2 BACKGROUND
When discussing “accelerators”, we usually refer to PCIe cards such as GPUs or Intel’s discontinued
Xeon Phi series. Here, we include AVX512-enabled CPUs as well. Otherwise, we limit our scope to
devices that can still run general-purpose code. This excludes FPGAs and Google’s TPUs. While
some accelerators, notably NEC’s SX-Aurora, can run code as a host, we focus on the use of those
accelerators as offload targets for hot spots in the code.
This leaves us with two categories of accelerators: SIMD and SIMT. Roughly speaking, SIMT

architectures run many lightweight threads with added primitives for fast communication inside
groups of threads and branched or predicated execution. For SIMD architectures, the vector length
is a crucial factor that massively influences the way computation is structured. With this in mind,
we consider three classes of accelerators used in the HPC community today: CUDA-capable GPUs
(SIMT), a short-SIMD extension (AVX512) and “very long SIMD” or vector processors (NEC SX-
Aurora) – Table 1 lists one example product per class.

2.1 Implementations and Programming Models
SIMD. Advanced Vector eXtensions (AVX) are (short) SIMD-oriented instruction set extensions on
x86/x64 CPUs. The latest generation – AVX512 – offers 512 bit wide registers Programmers can
access these registers through different means: assembly mnemonics or C intrinsics, opaque by
auto-vectorization, using languages such as Sierra [33] or through the SPMD-on-SIMD compiler
ISPC [43]. All approaches come with their own programming models and abstractions; SIMD-based
data parallelism may be combined with task-based parallelism through multi-threading or multi-
processing. ISPC, inspired by shader languages from graphics programming, offers a CUDA-like
execution model, depending on the processor architecture, several cores may share caches.
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GPUs / SIMT. Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) follow a data-parallel SIMT execution model.
NVIDIA’s GPUs are mainly programmed in CUDA, a C++ extension that expresses computations
from the viewpoint of a single thread inside a (thread) block in a compute grid. Threads within
a block may synchronize through a piece of on-chip shared memory, which is faster than the
device-wide global memory. The scheduling of individual blocks to the actual execution units,
streaming multiprocessors (SMs), is performed in hardware. Multiple blocks may be mapped to the
same SM if enough registers and shared memory remain; in addition, over-provisioning of warps
to SMs is used to hide latencies. To achieve their full potential, GPUs require coalesced memory
accesses, thousands of independent tasks and a high FLOP/byte ratio.

With CUDA and its libraries, NVIDIA offers a full stack of software and development environment.
In recent years, the HPC community helped supporting a wide range of libraries and applications
for and with GPUs. In the deep learning community, GPUs are currently the de facto standard
device. With CUDA being the dominant programming model on the GPU market, there is also
OpenCL [47] standard for programming CPUs and GPUs, among others, in a similar SIMT-Manner.

Vector / long SIMD. NEC’s SX-Aurora continues a concept from early times of HPC: vector
processing. The current PCIe-variant offers 8 compute cores, each with a scalar and a vector unit.
Vector register are 16,384 bit wide for 256 double or 512 float elements. Each core offers 256 vector
registers, of them 64 are exposed to the developer. There are different functional units per core, e.g.,
for FMA, memory accesses or cross-lane operations. The hardware supports limited out-of-order
processing with separate pipelining in all functional units. NEC’s NCC compiler auto-vectorizes
standard C/C++ and FORTRAN code and supports multithreading through OpenMP. There is
an experimental LLVM compiler backend for C intrinsics (LLVM-VE), which allows to program
the SX-Aurora similar to AVX512. Further support for vectors of arbitrary length in LLVM IR
(LLVM-VE-VL) is under active development, but still in an early stage. Aurora’s unique selling point
is its very high memory bandwidth of 1.20 TB/s, combined with a 16MB last-level-cache shared by
all cores. This results in the highest byte/FLOP ratio of the accelerators presented in this section.

2.2 The Warp Register Cache Idiom
CUDA’s structuring element of “thread blocks”, does not map 1:1 to GPU hardware units. Instead,
blocks are decomposed by the GPU’s scheduler into warps, sets of 32 contiguous threads. Starting
with the Kepler architecture, NVIDIA has introduced warp-level primitives that expose (sub-)warp
synchronization and data exchange between threads in a warp to the programmer. The central
primitive is the _shfl_sync1 function that enables threads within the samewarp to access other active
threads’ registers. Besides _shfl_sync, there are voting functions like _ballot_sync and predicates
such as _any_sync [42]. However, all of these primitives can be built on top of the _shfl_sync primitive.
For the remainder of this discussion, we thus limit ourselves to this central primitive and refer to
it just as “shuffle”. Before the Volta architecture, threads within a warp operated in lockstep, all
sharing one program counter and stack. With “Thread Independent Scheduling”, each thread stores
its own program counter and stack, enabling synchronization and shuffles on the sub-warp level.
Most notably, the current implementation of the _shfl_sync primitive accepts a mask of threads
within the warp that participate in this shuffle. As a side effect, these warp primitives that share
the suffix _sync also serve as a synchronizing barrier for all threads marked in the mask argument.
The availability of warp-level primitives led to the warp register cache idiom, a combination

of exploiting the synchronization of threads within a warp and the large register file as a user-
managed cache to limit global or shared memory access. This idiom mirrors the established strategy
of dividing work up over threads and synchronizing them in a block, sharing data through shared

1We use the functional interface rather than the object-oriented functions of NVIDIA’s cooperative groups API.
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memory on the warp level. Due to the higher bandwidth of registers, strictly following this idiom
can lead to high speedups. The prime use case for this idiom are batched computations on small
portions of data held in registers, e.g., batched GEMM or batched matrix factorizations [5, 48]. In
those examples, each thread inside a warp loads, e.g., a row of the warps’ matrix and uses shuffle
whenever it needs access to the row stored by another thread. Since CUDA’s language does not
expose registers to the language level, developers commonly try to adhere to a few restrictions in
order to “motivate” the compiler into mapping variables uniquely to registers:

(1) Do not use thread-private arrays. Such arrays trigger allocations in global memory and there
is no guarantee that NVCC caches accesses in registers. Instead, express every single scalar
in an array as a separate variable.

(2) When dynamic selection is necessary, partition the data in a way such that shuffles may be
used. If, e.g., each thread holds a row of the matrix (with each column as a single variable),
we may use a shuffle to fetch data from a row determined at runtime. This is a GPU-specific
hardware feature.

(3) Balance the workload between warps – since the number of blocks scheduled onto an SM is
limited, this could result in long-running warps that hog SMs while leaving resources unused.

In general, the first restriction is the most important one and also the one complicating manual
implementations the most. It leads to bloated kernel code (see e.g., the source code for [50]) that
requires some kind of code generation in order to be maintainable. Although research into the use
of SIMD registers for register caching on CPUs [45] exists, its embedding into a SIMT context with
fast shuffle instructions has not been investigated as a means to implement performance-portable
kernels across architectures. In the remainder of this paper, we propose exactly that. Simply put, we
answer the question: How (and if) can code following the warp register cache idiom run fast on other
accelerators than just GPUs?

3 PIRCH - A COMMON VIRTUAL ACCELERATOR ARCHITECTURE
The warp register idiom binds the programmer to warps with 32 threads, which is clearly specific
to the NVIDIA’s architecture, limiting the portability of the idiom to different architectures. We
therefore define the collective register cache (CoRe) idiom by simply removing this limitation, and
instead allowing a configurable size for the number of threads. For instance, in code processing
3𝑥3 matrices, one would select 3 threads and have them share the input matrix collectively. With
the idiom defined, we now need a way to map it to different models, i.e., SIMD and SIMT.
While SIMT and SIMD share similar concepts, their programming models are different. In the

SIMT-implementation CUDA, we implement algorithms from the perspective of a single thread and
the warp-based execution model provides implicit vectorization. For SIMD systems, both assembly
and C with intrinsics use fixed-width vectors as a data type (i.e. explicit vectorization). Thus, their
respective intermediate representations are also designed in different contexts. A prime example is
gpucc [55] where host (x86, incl. SIMD) and device (GPU) code each have their own respective IR.

As a common abstraction over the two models within the context of batching, we propose PIRCH
(the Partitioned Infinite Register maCHine), a theoretical architecture that offers a well-defined
representation from which both SIMD and SIMT codes may be extracted. In a nutshell, PIRCH
can be described as SIMT-on-SIMD (the distinction to ISPC’s [43] SPMD-on-SIMD is outlined in
Section 6).
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Fig. 1. Theoretical PIRCH architecture: Multiple vector registers of infinite width (InfRegs) are partitioned
into equal-sized segments, each holding data for one work group (WG). Within a WG, InfReg lanes are
further partitioned to into work items’ (WI) private data. The partitioning is encoded in the form of WG
and WI indices as “metadata” in separate InfRegs. Each partition has its own vector ALU and shuffle unit
for cross-lane interactions. Each WG maintains its own execution state in form of a program counter and
stack, executing independently from other WGs. WIs in a WG execute in lockstep. A solid black line marks
the InfReg parts and units of one WG, the dashed black line marks the data for one WI. PIRCH supports
SIMT-like execution of divergent code by generating masks from the metadata. For mostly convergent code,
several WGs may be steered by a joint program counter. Owing to the infinite register space, all batch items
can execute concurrently.

3.1 Architecture
We design PIRCH with batched kernels in mind. Assuming that batch items do not interact, all
batch items may be, theoretically, run concurrently. As the batch size is not known until runtime,
the amount of data stored in registers cannot be bound a priori.

Description. Fig. 1 visualizes the theoretical PIRCH architecture, which can best be described as
a “SIMT-on-SIMD” concept.While InfRegs and vector ALUs resemble a SIMDmodel, the partitioning
into WGs and WIs follows the SIMT paradigm. Moreover, metadata can be used in computations
to generate vector masks, implementing SIMT-like divergent control flow between WIs within
the same WG. A per-WG shuffle unit implements the shuffle primitive similar to CUDA’s warps.
All WGs execute independently from others with their own control units. When the amount of
divergent execution between WGs is low, they may optionally use a common program counter.
Lastly, these control units share an infinite amount of main memory from and to which they can
issue WG-sized vector loads and stores.
In the execution model, we deviate from the typical fixed-size warp scheduling model: We

execute the whole WG, independent of its size, as if it was one warp, in lockstep without explicit
synchronization and we use shuffle instructions (without support for sub-warp masks) to exchange
data between WIs. Therefore, we set aside the term “wavefront” for the rest of this paper, instead
using the now equivalent “WG” and denote the compile time-constant wavefront size as WG_SIZE.

Mapping Kernels. We continue the discussion with a concept how batched kernels are mapped
to PIRCH. In order to be able to follow the CoRe idiom, we propose to use OpenCL C extended
by a shuffle instruction as input language. PIRCH’s mapping of variables to InfRegs follows the
rules listed in Fig. 2. It draws on the experience from current SIMD systems where interactions
between different lanes are costly, but interactions between two vectors within the same lanes are
cheap. Notably, there is only a unique association from program variables to InfRegs, but not vice
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Fig. 2. Mapping an OpenCL program fragment to PIRCH with its WG-centered execution model follows 5
rules: (1) each private variable (arrays) is concatenatedWG-wise into a single InfReg whereas (2) local variables
are only held once. (3) Variables that interact must be aligned to the same lanes, leading to a partitioning
into interaction sets (1 and 2). (4) Variables with non-intersecting liveness ranges and compatible type may
be assigned to the same InfReg and lanes and, (5) reordering InfReg lanes within an WG triggers implicit
broadcasts whereas cross-WI data exchange requires a shuffle instruction. Lastly, to compute multiple batch
items in a single run, the area marked as “WG#0” may be repeated horizontally.

versa. While in theory, every lane in an InfReg may have different scalar types, we limit this to one
common scalar type per InfReg in order to facilitate the mapping to actual hardware.

3.2 InfReg-IR
PIRCH subsumes both SIMT and SIMD, but mapping to a target architecture requires specializing
for either at some point. When encoded properly, the PIRCH model itself can be seen as an IR in a
cross-accelerator toolchain for batched kernels. This section describes such an encoding in form
of a textual IR. While many typed IRs can be used to encode programs using PIRCH, we decided
to extend the broadly adopted LLVM IR [30]. LLVM IR is a single static assignment (SSA) based,
typed low-level representation. In favor of brevity, we only describe additions to this established IR
and refer to [30] for an introduction.

As all WGs in PIRCH are independently scheduled units and only depend on their metadata, it is
sufficient to represent a single WG’s computation and parameterize it by metadata. As LLVM offers
a flexible system for the definition of custom metadata, we employ to represent PIRCH’s metadata
in addition to the computation. Ex. 1 outlines our principles along kernel fragment.

In line with the mapping principles from Fig. 2, a variable such as t_vec_b in line L2, Ex. 1 maps
to an InfReg, triggering the creation of constant vectors in the IR (R1-R4) for its associated InfReg
#1 (ir1). These constant vectors may also be references in computations (R9). When multiple WGs
share one program counter, vectors are concatenated such that that the IR then represents the
computation of these WGs. In this case, only the first WG in each kernel receives its global index
as an argument and we add local constant WG offset (R4) onto it to determine the global indices of
all participating WGs. In Ex. 1, we set WG_SIZE to 4 and use the share a program counter between
pairs of WGs. For scalar variables such as t_vec_b, this results in a size for the InfReg chunk of
WG_SIZE × 1 × 2 = 8.

These vectors are collected in LLVM metadata nodes (R11, R12), each representing the metadata
for one InfReg, associating keywords ix, wi.ix, wg.size, wg.off, wg.ix with the respective con-
stant vectors or, in case of wi.ix, the runtime-computed values. Any instruction that creates an
SSA-value representing an InfReg’s state is annotated by the respective metadata nodes. The scalar
types of InfRegs are implied through the types of LLVM’s operations, e.g., f32.
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Example 1 IR translation for a part of the TRSV (triangular solve) kernel according to the descrip-
tion in Sec. 3.2. For InfReg #X, irX.wg.size corresponds to OpenCL’s local size, irX.wg.off to a WG’s
offset when packing multiple WGs, irX.wi.ix to a WI’s local id and, finally, irX.ix to the index of
an array variable (as, e.g., private array variable a[4] in Fig. 2). Lx and Rx are line numbers and all
additions to LLVM IR are colored in green.

Mapping the so-modified LLVM IR to SIMD processors is straightforward. However, for SIMT
systems, we have to enforce location constraints: Two lanes of vector types may interact only if
they share the wi.ix. The only notable exception here is the LLVM IR instruction shufflevector to
which PIRCH’s shuffle maps (R6). By evaluating the metadata the in the lanes of metadata node !2

corresponding to InfReg #2, we reconstruct a shuffle pattern. R6’s shuffle pattern corresponds to a
broadcast from WI 1 to all other WIs.

In the current implementation of our compiler borG, we use only a subset of LLVM instructions:
arithmetic operators (fadd, fsub, ...) and the comparison operator fcmp including integral forms;
FMA-intrinsics; load and store and gather/scatter intrinsics where applicable; select for masked
computations, branching instructions and phi nodes. Pointers are dereferenced with getelementptr.
By following the principle of appending InfReg metadata nodes in LLVM IR, the remaining parts of
LLVM IR may be added when needed. Alternatively, the modified LLVM IR may be implemented
as a dialect of MLIR [31], a multilevel framework for defining and transforming IRs. We refer to
this modified LLVM IR as “Infreg-IR”.

4 BORG
Developing even rather short and simple kernel codes can require tremendous effort when multiple
target architectures and programming models have to be considered. In this section, we introduce
borG, a source-to-source compiler that automatizes the mapping from batched kernels written
OpenCL C to multiple accelerator backends via PIRCH IR. borG (where ’G’ stands for Generator
and the name is reminiscent of a civilization in a popular science fiction franchise that emphasizes
its collective – as in CoRe) can generate code for CUDA, SX-Aurora and AVX512 as well as emit
LLVM-IR. Using borG extends device support for systems relying on batched kernels immediately
while saving developers a considerable amount of time.

In order to map to actual hardware, implementing the PIRCH model with its infinite registers
is not possible and assuming a maximum batch size is undesirable. However, this is where the
independence and thus, concurrence, of batch items comes into play: They may be processed
in arbitrary order. borG exploits this to generate code that deals with a limited set of batch
items and then uses platform capabilities, e.g., OpenMP loops, to repeatedly call the generated
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Fig. 3. System overview of the borG source-to-source compiler: the system consumes a CUDA-like kernel
written following the warp register cache idiom (Section 2.2) and maps it onto InfReg-IR, based on the virtual
architecture PIRCH. From there, either C + intrinsics or LLVM-IR may be generated, effectively generating
code for three popular accelerator architectures.

Grammar 1 Grammar of the supported C subset by borG’s frontend. The start symbol is 𝑓 and we
use the following descriptive sets: T for basic types, B for built-in functions and O for operators
in the C standard (adapted from [32]).
𝑠 ::= Statements:

; skip
| {𝑠 } scope
| 𝑒 ; expression statement
| 𝑡 id; declaration
| __local 𝑡 id; local variable declaration
| 𝑒1 = 𝑒2 ; assignment
| 𝑒1 op= 𝑒2 ; op ∈ O (shorthand)
| if 𝑠1 else 𝑠2 if-else
| while(𝑒) 𝑠 while
| for(𝑠1 ; 𝑠2 ; 𝑠3) 𝑠4 for

𝑓 ::= Function:
𝜖 empty

| 𝑓1 𝑓2 sequence
| __kernel 𝑡 id(𝑡 id) {𝑠 } function

𝑒 ::= Expressions:
𝑐𝛼 constant of type 𝛼 ∈ A

| id variable
| id[𝑒 ] array indexing
| p[𝑒 ] pointer dereferencing
| 𝑒1 op 𝑒2 ; op ∈ O binary operation
| 𝑏 (𝑒) ∈ B call to build-in function
| shuffle(𝑒) WG shuffle

𝑠 ::= Scoped Statements:
𝑠 statement

| 𝑠 𝑠 sequence

𝑡 ::= Type:
𝛼 ∈ T base

kernel with changing metadata. borG’s frontend consumes a subset of OpenCL C as defined by
Grammar 1. We currently support all standard primitive C types and the OpenCL C functions
B = {get_local_id, get_group_id, get_local_size, sqrt, max, min, abs, rcp}.

Arrays are passed as pointers into borG kernels. These pointers can be dereferenced and indexed
by constant or runtime values, but further pointer arithmetic has not been implemented yet.
Moreover, borG currently does not support structs. These are not limitations of the concept. Rather,
we often see that warp-cache implementations for GPUs favor the “Structure of Arrays” memory
layout for performance reasons [54] which is covered by our chosen subset. As our evaluation
shows, many interesting cases are covered by this subset of OpenCL C. However, adding support
for both features would be possible. Structs may be either packed into the same InfReg with its
members in adjacent lanes or distributed over multiple InfRegs with one InfReg per struct member.
Pointers can be added as a datatype in InfRegs. On SIMD platforms, dereferencing these pointers
without further analysis then leads to gather and scatter instructions.

Packing kernels. PIRCH offers the option to steer multiple WG’s executions from a single PC
and stack when the expected divergence is low. In the finite setting of borG, this translates to
kernels that process multiple WGs in one call. This feature is especially useful for small batch
items, e.g., 3 × 3 matrices, that would otherwise not fill the (SIMD) registers. In the remainder of
this paper, we use the factor WG_PACK to express how many WGs are processed in one kernel call.
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Example 2 Example of code transformations undergone in borG’s frontend up to the InfReg-IR
conversion. For details, please refer to Section 4.1.

(a)

1 float a[4], b[4], c[4];
2 for(int ix = 0; ix < 4; ++ix)
3 {
4 a[ix] = a[ix] + 2 * (b[4 - ix - 1] + shuffle(c[ix], s));
5 if(get_local_id() > s)
6 b[ix / 2] += c[ix / 2];
7 }

(b)

1 float a[4], b[4], c[4];
2 for(int ix = 0; ix < 4; ++ix)
3 {
4 a_0[ix] = b[4 - ix - 1]
5 a_1[ix] = shuffle(c[ix], s);
6 a_2[ix] = a_0[ix] + a_1[ix]
7 a[ix] = __fma(2, a_2[ix], a[ix]);
8 if_0[ix / 2] = static_resolve(get_local_id() > s);
9 b[ix / 2] = if_0[ix / 2] ? (b[ix / 2] + c[ix / 2]) : b[ix / 2];
10 }

(c)

1 float a[4], b[4], c[4];
2
3 / ∗ i x = 0 ∗ /
4 a_0[0] = b[3]
5 a_1[0] = shuffle(c[0], s);
6 a_2[0] = a_0[0] + a_1[0]
7 a[0] = __fma(2, a_2[0], a[0]);
8 if_0[0] = static_resolve(get_local_id() > s);
9 b[0] = if_0[0] ? (b[0] + c[0]) : b[0];
10
11 / ∗ i x = 1 , 2 ∗ /

12 for(int ix = 2; ix < 3; ++ix)
13 {
14 a_0[ix] = b[4 - ix - 1]
15 a_1[ix] = shuffle(c[ix], s);
16 a_2[ix] = a_0[ix] + a_1[ix]
17 a[ix] = __fma(2, a_2[ix], a[ix]);
18 if_0[ix / 2] = static_resolve(
19 get_local_id() > s);
20 b[ix / 2] = if_0[ix / 2] ? (b[ix / 2] +
21 c[ix / 2]) : b[ix / 2];
22 }
23 / ∗ i x = 3 ∗ /
24 [...]

.

Furthermore, we refer to these WGs as one “pack”. Within the pack, a WG’s global index is then
the sum of the index of the pack plus the WG’s local offset within the pack. WG_PACK is exposed
to the user as a tunable parameter, compromising between register pressure within a kernel and
overhead of launching kernels.

Beyond batched kernels. PIRCH and borG were designed with batched kernels in mind,
assuming independence of all batch items. In addition to that, our current implementation strictly
follows the PIRCH model, not offering any means of communication between different WGs. A
generalization to general-purpose code would require two extensions: First, it would mandate
adding capabilities for communication and synchronization between WGs. This could be done by
e.g., adding support for atomic instructions, mutexes or other forms of resource sharing in borG.
Second, borG’s language should be extended to support structs and functions to cover a larger
subset of OpenCL C and enable recursion. The required changes are conceptually minor, but may
complicate the mapping from variables in the front-end to InfRegs and make the mapping opaque
for developers. The current restrictions on borG thus are not conceptual, but should enable users to
maintain a high level of control on their code while still covering a large-enough set of important
batched kernels.

4.1 Frontend
borG’s frontend consumes the kernel code using PyCParser [11] and a WG configuration (WG_SIZE,
WG_PACK) and generates a kernel description in InfReg-IR. Given an OpenCL C-file, the frontend
parses all functions with a __kernel annotation. As depicted in Fig. 3, borG’s frontend executes a
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Example 3 Static pivoting LDU-Kernel implementation for borG.
1 __kernel
2 void ldus_generic(double * mat_a) {
3 double t_mat_a[get_local_size()];
4 double t_piv_row[get_local_size()];
5
6 / ∗ l o a d i n p u t ma t r i x A ∗ /
7 for(int ix = 0; ix < get_local_size(); ix += 1)
8 t_mat_a[ix] = mat_a[get_group_id() * (get_local_size() * get_local_size()) +
9 get_local_id() * get_local_size() + ix];
10
11 / ∗ decompose ma t r i x ( w i th f u s e d S chur complement ! ) ∗ /
12 for(int s = 0; s < get_local_size(); s += 1) {
13 / ∗ copy p i v o t row t o PE− l o c a l s t o r a g e ∗ /
14 for(int ix = s; ix < get_local_size(); ix += 1)
15 t_piv_row[ix] = shuffle(t_mat_a[ix], s);
16
17 / ∗ s c a l e p i v o t column ∗ /
18 if(get_local_id() > s)
19 t_mat_a[s] = t_mat_a[s] / t_piv_row[s];
20
21 / ∗ s c a l e p i v o t row and pe r f o rm Schur downdate ∗ /
22 for(int ix = s + 1; ix < get_local_size(); ix += 1)
23 if(get_local_id() >= s)
24 t_mat_a[ix] = (get_local_id() == s ? (t_mat_a[ix] / t_piv_row[s]) : (t_mat_a[ix] -
25 t_mat_a[s] * t_piv_row[ix]));
26 }
27
28 / ∗ s a v e decomposed ma t r i x A = LDU ∗ /
29 for(int ix = 0; ix < get_local_size(); ix += 1)
30 mat_a[get_group_id() * (get_local_size() * get_local_size()) + get_local_id() *
31 get_local_size() + ix] = t_mat_a[ix];
32 }

sequence of code transformations on the abstract syntax tree (AST). Ex. 2 shows the different steps
of the code transformations where listing (a) represents the input code.

Source Normalization. In order to facilitate source code processing downstream, we promote
all scalar variables to array variables of size 1 and add an index [0] to all accesses. Furthermore, we
expand all combined assignments (e.g., +=) into their full expressions and move the conditions in
ternary operations into if-blocks. Lastly, we collect all variables with their respective (scalar) types
and dimensions and classify them as explicit variables.

SSA decomposition. Similar to most compilers, we perform a SSA decomposition on each
assignment in the code, leaving only elementary operations on the right-hand side; all resulting
assignments are placed in a single code block. For each additional assignment, we instance a copy
of the variable on the left hand side of the original assignment that is local to the generated block.
We mark those local variables as implicit. Due to PIRCH’s requirements on cross-lane operations
and the restriction to compile-time array indices, we extend the SSA decomposition: Array indices
for the variables on the left and right hand side are compared symbolically using SymPy [27]. If
we encounter symbolically different indices, this results in an additional assignment for variable
reordering being generated. Similarly, any calls to shuffle, another type of cross-lane operations in
the InfReg down the road, imply an additional assignment. For each if- and else block we create
boolean array-valued variables that are used as masks. All masks – one instance per compatible
IR-format of variables that appear in the conditional’s body – are then propagated to assignments
as conditionals in ternary operations. Lastly, whenever we encounter a matching pattern in the
AST, we insert FMA-type operations automatically. After this step, the code of our running example
has been transformed into listing (b) in Ex. 2.

Variable Processing.We extract all implicit and explicit variables and assign unique global IDs.
Then, we gather all variables that interact with each other, i.e. appear in the same assignment, into
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a matrix. By interpreting this matrix as a graph and extracting connected components, we find
interacting sets of variables. Two variables from different sets may be packed into the same lanes
in an InfReg. Variables inside the same set must be packed into different InfRegs, but aligned to the
same lanes. We pack all variables into InfRegs in a greedy manner, packing the independent sets
horizontally into each InfReg. Lastly, we annotate all lanes with their respective WI ids.

Loop and Index Processing. Kernels following CoRe can contain WI-local arrays, e.g. t_mat_a
in Ex. 3. We map each lane of an array to registers, hence their indices must be resolved at compile
time. When arrays are accesses in the body of a for-loop, we first classify that loop into one of
three categories: unroll, vectorize and runtime. If the loop index depends on a runtime variable, all
instructions inside the loop’s body are predicated with a mask that deactivates all lanes of WIs that
have already left the loop. At runtime, the loop is executed until all WIs evaluate the loop condition
to false. In case of nested for-loops, all outer loops are unrolled. Otherwise, we evaluate their indices
in borG and propagate the values to array accesses in the loop body. Here, we iterate over the loop’s
counter variable sequentially and determine index sets that could be processed within a single
instruction (“vectorize”). As an example, compare lines 6 and 8 in Ex. 2’s listing b): for ix = [0, 1,

2, 3], line 6 leads to indices [0, 1, 2, 3] on the left hand side, so all lanes used in this loops may
be processed in a single instruction. Line 8 leads to [0, 0, 1, 1]. To avoid write conflicts, we split
the loop progressively into index sets [[0], [1, 2], [3]]. As long as there are no dependencies on
earlier iterations of this loop, the split index set can be optimed by reordering iterations, leading to
[[0, 2], [1, 3]]. Without this type of analysis, SIMD units would be dramatically underutilized.
The resulting code after splitting is given in listing (c) of Ex. 2. In doubt, e.g., when an array index
depends on the loop variable of a runtime-for, we execute a loop sequentially, i.e. with one array
member per WI processed per iteration instead of the whole array in a single iteration. When array
indices cannot be determined at compile time, the whole array is temporarily stored in memory and
accesses for the current instruction are mapped to gather/scatter instructions, leading to drastic
performance losses.
In an optional frontend pass, we analyze index expressions for memory accesses using SymPy

[27]. We try to express the expression as a polynomial on a work item’s local and global id. Based
on that analysis, we determine whether an access is contiguous and extract an scalar offset for
contiguous loads and stores.
Additionally, we offer a streaming option to limit register pressure. With this enabled, data is

always loaded from memory upon access and written back after each update. For that, we store
store the results of the last symbolic memory access analysis and turn it into an InfReg↔ memory
mapping.

InfReg-IR Conversion. Remaining loops in the transformed C code are unrolled into separate
IR nodes at this stage, resulting in a doubly-linked list of nodes, that are then converted into
InfReg-IR. As last step, we pack multiple WG instances into the InfRegs as described before, which
then automatically expands all IR instructions to processing multiple WGs. The resulting IR is then
handed off to one of our backends.

4.2 Backends
4.2.1 SIMT Backend. The SIMT backend generates CUDA-C++. To match the hardware warp size,
we restrict WG_SIZE to ≤ 32 and leverage the GPU’s hardware shuffle functions in lockstep execution.
The crucial point in this backend is the decomposition of InfReg-IR computations into execution
groups, i.e. groups of CUDA threads inside a warp that execute the same code . We partition the WIs
into active sets according to the InfReg lanes that they access or, if specified, mask. Each groups’
code is predicated using a condition such as ((1 « wi_ix) & 0x02) where wi_ix corresponds to the
WI’s index in InfReg metadata. A groups’ code is serialized in case of diverging accesses, as in
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the case for b in a[0] = a[0] / b[wi_ix]. Here, b’s index varies per WI, thus every WI is its own
execution group. Consequently, all WIs are serialized, resulting in code resembling the following
extract (for WG_SIZE = 2):

if(wi_ix == 0) a_0 = a_0 / b_0;
if(wi_ix == 1) a_0 = a_0 / b_1;

If WG_PACK is set to a value > 1, the whole WG code is replicated and references to the work group
index are updated by the pack’s local WG offsets. Reordering, shuffles and ternary operations all
map natively to the scalar CUDA language. The shuffle and reordering patterns are inferred from
the InfReg-IR by analyzing the lane permutation vectors. While WI-local variables are mapped
to registers, WG-wide shared variables are put into the GPU’s local memory. Furthermore, we
use the cooperative groups-API offered by NVIDIA to handle WG_SIZEs ≤ 32. We launch CUDA
blocks of size 32 potentially processing multiple WGs with packing. On NVIDIA GPUs, Streaming
Multiprocessors (SM) can only hold a limited number of both blocks and warps in their warp
schedulers to perform hardware multithreading. Due to our 1:1 mapping between blocks and warps,
our code is limited by the minimum of both constraints, where in practice the number of held blocks
per SM is the lower of both. However, since we map InfReg lanes to registers, register pressure
turns out to be the limiting factor for occupancy, not the limit on schedulable warps. This was
confirmed through experiments where larger, multi-warp CUDA blocks, did not exhibit a noticeable
performance benefit.

Memory accesses and optimizations. In Ex. 3, line 8, the WI-private arrays t_mat_a contain
a matrix in row-wise format. Iterating over the WI’s ids and then ix leads to contiguous indices
into the InfReg for SIMD accesses. On GPUs, this causes all work items to load one member of
its t_mat_a per instruction, leading to non-coalesced loads with a stride of WG_SIZE doubles. Ideal
register-cache kernels have a high ratio of data reuse, hence fetching the data once in a suboptimal
fashion has negligible impact. In fact, e.g., loading a matrix in col-major format when it is held
as row-major in memory leads to strided resp. interleaved memory accesses. Optimizing these
accesses for CPUs with SIMD units [1, 3] or DSPs with indirect vector register files that allows
on-the-fly reordering of vector registers [40] is covered by related work. Thus, one strategy could be
to optimize the CoRe kernel code for the GPU’s memory access layout and minimize the resulting
strided memory accesses on the CPU in order to avoid changing data layouts of the application.
We leave this integration for future work.

Except for dead code elimination and memory analysis, borG’s backend does currently not
perform any optimizations on the IR or native code level. Since these optimizations can be very
architecture-dependent and we only compile to the source (or IR) level, we rely on the optimizations
performed in the native compilers.

A note on thread independent scheduling. With the Volta generation of GPUs, NVIDIA
relaxed the lockstep execution within warps. Every thread now has its own state, represented by a
PC and stack, and instructions from divergent threads can be interleaved. This means that e.g., if
two threads execute the same _shfl_sync command, they may do that at different points in time.
Hence, NVIDIA’s warp-level primitives now include bitmasks that determine all threads which
block at the respective _shfl_sync, giving users finer-grained control over synchronization on the
sub-warp level. PIRCH, in order to maintain compatibility with SIMD execution, only uses one
state per WG. Therefore, borG’s SIMT backend emulates the pre-Volta mode of lockstep execution
by inserting warp synchronization primitives and appropriate masks where applicable to ensure
correctness. As a consequence, architectures supporting thread-independent scheduling are not
fully exploited by borG, potentially resulting in a performance penalty. As borG’s main focus is
its portability, an extension of borG to accommodate this model would require representing the
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Fig. 4. Normal store/gather and our three cross-lane shuffle/reorder implementations for SIMD architectures
to speed-up borG’s kernels (from left to right): Store/gather for arbitrary permutations, Scalar Broadcast
as well as Vector Broadcast and Segmented Scalar Broadcast, the latter being implemented by repeated
logarithmic lane shifting and merging.

Fig. 5. When an InfReg is split into pieces of native SIMD width (chunks), the length of each of those chunks
can change the selected implementation for reorderings. Within a general permutation vector, there may be
chunk-aligned sub-sequences that fit one of our patterns.

WI’s state in InfRegs, adding masks to the shuffle functions as well as modifications to the SIMD
backend. We leave this extension for future work.

4.2.2 SIMDBackends. The initial mapping from InfReg-IR to SIMD-based ISAs proceeds by splitting
arbitrary-length IR vectors into pieces in the native vector length, which we call chunks. This is
possible due to the packing constraints enforced by the frontend after SSA’ing the input code: all
interacting data in InfRegs are aligned to the same lanes; reorderings have been processed in an
earlier assignment and the resulting implicit variable is aligned in its InfReg as well.We implemented
a common “SIMD” backend for AVX512 and SX-Aurora and specialized only the configuration of
scalar type-specific native vector lengths and primitive mappings from IR operations to vendor-
specific C intrinsics. Memory accesses use the analysis from the frontend part and are either mapped
to contiguous load and store calls or gather/scatter instructions.

Specialized reorderings for cross-lane operations. CUDA kernels following the warp regis-
ter cache idiom often use an approach where each thread stores only parts of the problem’s input
data in its registers and uses shuffles to access other threads’ data. Mapped to InfRegs, this approach
leads to a high number of undesirable cross-lane operations. By default, such operation default
to issuing a store and a gather call to permute the lanes contents. An analysis of the AVX512 and
SX-Aurora instruction sets has resulted in three techniques mirroring useful shuffle patterns in
CUDA (see Fig. 4):

• Scalar broadcast: a[ix] = shuffle(a[0], 2),
• Vector broadcast: a[ix] = shuffle(a[ix], 2) and
• Segmented scalar broadcast: a[ix] = a[0].
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Each of these methods works within one native register. Interestingly, the length of chunks
covering an InfReg can make a striking difference regarding which method is selected, as evident
from Fig. 5. In practice, shorter vectors see more scalar broadcasts, longer vectors more vector or
segmented scalar broadcasts. Additionally, when the same permutation vector appears multiple
times, we just the register in question.

4.2.3 LLVM backend. The simplest among the backends is the LLVM backend. Given InfReg-IR, it
outputs LLVM-IR that may then be compiled for all architectures supported by LLVM, such as x86,
ARM or AVX512. Converting from InfReg-IR to LLVM-IR only drops the !borg metadata. With the
exception of masked scatter and gather, we avoid LLVM intrinsics (as they are not supported across
all architectures) and use sequential emulations. In some cases, the LLVM backends recognize these
and generate vectorized code. Chunking and implementation selection is left to LLVM’s backends.

5 EVALUATION
We evaluate borG on 7 batched kernels from linear algebra (1-4), machine learning (5) and numerical
optimization (6-7). With𝑛 = WG_SIZE and uniformly randommatrices𝐴 ∈ N𝑛×𝑛, 𝐵 ∈ N𝑛×𝑛,𝐶 ∈ N𝑛×𝑛 ,
these are:
(1) GEMA: matrix-addition 𝐶 = 𝐴 + 𝐵;
(2) GEMM: matrix-matrix multiplication 𝐶 = 𝐴𝐵 in outer product formulation;
(3) TRSV: 2 subsequent 𝑛 × 𝑛 triangular solves of an 𝑛-vector 𝑏;
(4) LDUS: 𝑛 × 𝑛 LDU factorization 𝐴 = 𝐿𝐷𝑈 with diagonal 𝐷 and static pivoting;;
(5) PADE: backward pass for the learnable Padé Activation Unit [37];
(6) ENUM: enumeration of small integer programs: max 𝑐⊤𝑥 s.t. 𝐷𝑥 ≤ 𝑏, 𝑥 ∈ {0, 1}10, 𝑏 ∈ R8;
(7) FRCG: Fletcher-Reeves CG [20] optimization on the Rosenbrook family of functions 𝑓 (𝑥,𝑦) =

(𝑎 − 𝑥)2 + 𝑏 (𝑦 − 𝑥2)2 with minimum line search and a fixed number of steps.
Most of the kernel choices were application driven. For example, one of the pillars of scientific

simulations in the peta- resp. exascale eras are communication-avoiding algorithms that scale
well over thousands of nodes. One prominent case is the block-Jacobi preconditioner [2] that
has recently been augmented with mixed precision [4]. Computing and using this preconditioner
requires kernels (2-4). As one more expensive alternative to Jacobi preconditioning, incomplete
block-matrix factorizations [50] require kernel (1) to perform Schur downdates. For very large
sparse matrices beyond a few million rows, this quickly leads to batch sizes of 100, 000. ENUM is
used in a research project based on [6, 13] in which we repeatedly enumerate the whole solution
space of truncated integer programs of 𝑘 variables – there, the batch size is 2𝑘 . Additionally, we
selected the kernels such that they cover different reordering patterns and functionalities: GEMM
uses both segmented scalar and vector broadcast, TRSV relies on implicit reorderings to convert
between IR formats, LDUS uses masking and ENUM type conversions. Our set of benchmarks
covers both kernels (1, 2, 4) represented in vendor libraries as well as custom codes.

We group our kernels into two groups by their scheme for data-parallelism: “group-wise” kernels
(1-4) process one batch item per WG, hence the maximum InfReg width is WG_SIZE2 × WG_PACK.
“Item-wise” kernels process one batch item per WI, using WG_SIZE as a tunable parameter.

Since borG’s purpose is supporting rapid cross-architecture development of batched general-
purpose computing kernels, we compare against hand-written, hand-tuned references for each
accelerator. All reference kernels were written targeting the architectures’ native programming
models and run through their native compilers. For CUDA, we use NVIDIA’s NVCC and used
WG_SIZE, as a template parameter. All data is stored in private arrays and as all array indices can be
resolved at compile time, NVCC can cache array accesses in registers. Whenever possible, we also
used (sub-)warp shuffles using NVIDIA’s cooperative groups API. For SX-Aurora, we used NEC’s
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Kernel CUDA CUDA/TC AVX512 AVX512/LLVM VE

GEMA 0.71× 0.59× 1.00× 1.02× 0.98×
GEMM 1.30× 0.96× 2.26× 2.92× 0.22×
TRSV 2.00× - 1.70× 1.60× 1.87×
LDUS 3.31× - 2.38× 2.86× 1.72×
PADE 0.96× - 0.91× - 3.82×
ENUM 0.91× - 1.57× - 1.29×
FRCG 0.82× - 1.26× 2.63× 0.28×
geom. Mean 1.23× 0.75× 1.49× 2.05× 1.00×

Table 2. Geometric mean speedups for borG vs. the reference kernels, computed over all WG_SIZEs.

auto-vectorizing NCC compiler v3.0.28. We embed scalar kernels into OpenMP loops over all batch
items, allowing the compiler to vectorize beyond the boundaries of single problems (similar to WG
packing). AVX512 code is handled by ISPC, which has proven to generate code that often surpasses
hand-written intrinsics. We include the source code of all kernels as supplementary material in the
interest of transparency.

In addition to our references, we compare linear algebra kernels to vendors’ BLAS libraries. These
libraries and kernels are, in order GEMA/GEMM/LDUS: NLC BLAS ({s,d}axpy_/{s,d}gemm_/-) for Au-
rora, MKL (cblas_{s,d}axpy/{S,D}GEMM_BATCH/{S,D}GETRF) for AVX512 and cuBLAS (cublas{S,D}axpy/
cublas{S,D}gemmStridedBatched/cublas{S,D}getrfBatched) for CUDA.Where necessary, we have added
parallelizing for-loops around BLAS to support batched workloads. Since BLAS only covers standard
kernels, we also compare to Tensor Comprehensions (TC) [52], an optimizing generator for custom
kernels for NVIDIA GPUs. TC infers iteration variables and their ranges automatically from the
source code. Partial iterations, like in line 22 in Ex. 3 must be unrolled into separate kernels and
reduced in a separate kernel at the end. Since the resulting performance is far from the range that
borG’s kernels lie in, we only include GEMA and GEMM which are implemented as a single TC
function each.

borG’s generated code is compiled by GCC 8 (AVX512), the LLVM-VE v1.13 (Aurora) and NVCC
(CUDA). We run both AVX512 and SX-Aurora experiments on a server featuring an Intel Xeon
6126 Gold processor, 96 GB RAM and 2 NEC SX-Aurora TSUBASA 10B cards running on CentOS 7.
CUDA experiments are executed on a PC with an Intel i7-9700K CPU, 32 GB RAM and a NVIDIA
TITAN V GPU. We use CUDA 10.1 with driver version 430.50. All compilers use the flags -O3

-march=native for optimization. We use a batch size of 100, 000 and report the minimum execution
time of 10 benchmark rounds after 2 warmup rounds in order to compensate for initialization and
cache effects. We measure execution time using C++11’s chrono API. The correctness of all kernels
was checked by automatically generated tests, comparing the results against a CPU reference
implementation.

5.1 Comparison with reference kernels.
We build all kernels for all three architectures with parameters WG_PACK ∈ {1, 2, 4} and WG_SIZE ∈
{4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32} for “group-wise”-kernels and up to the native vector width for “item-wise”
kernels. Figs. 6 and 7 plot the best WG_PACK configurations’ runtimes per WG_SIZE. A quantitative
result on the speedups over native kernels is presented in Tab. 2. Averaged over all architectures,
borG’s generated code achieves speedups over the references of 1.23× for CUDA, 2.05× for AVX512
(via LLVM) and comes to a draw for the SX-Aurora. We found that, (near-) optimal configurations
may be determined by making sure that data per WI × WG_SIZE × WG_PACK is less or equal to 2 times
the native vector length on SIMD systems.
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Fig. 6. Runtimes (mind the logarithmic scale) of kernels (1-4), with one kernel per row and one device
per column. We plot both single and double precision separately and only plot the configuration with the
best WG_PACK for each WG_SIZE. These kernels process matrices of sizes WG_SIZE × WG_SIZE resp. vectors of
dimension WG_SIZE.

Group-wise kernels. Kernels (1-4) process (multiple) matrices of size WG_SIZE × WG_SIZE in each
batch item. Across all measured WG_SIZEs, borG’s GEMA kernel on CUDA is 39% slower than its
reference. Since there is no data reuse in GEMA, the extra effort for caching both input matrices
does not pay off here. Instead, borG’s register caching scheme limits occupancy and thus bandwidth.
This is in stark contrast to the LDUS kernel on CUDA:With a high degree of data reuse directly from
registers, borG achieves a speedup of 3.31×. Particularly for double precision, registers (holding 3
matrices) are the limiting factors for WG_SIZEs close to 32. TC generates kernels from a higher-level
description and tunes them using a genetic algorithm for CUDA. Hence, it has full control over
data layouts as well as the order of instructions. For GEMA, where memory transfers outweighs
computation, TC shines in comparison to borG by generating coalesced memory accesses. However,
in the computation-bound GEMM kernel, borG is only 4% slower on average than TC. Interestingly,
the performance gap is higher for single precision than for double precision. The reason here is
still not clear to us.
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Fig. 7. Runtimes (mind the logarithmic scale) of the 3 “item-wise” benchmark kernels, following the same
methodology as Fig. 6. Here, each work item processed ont batch item, i.e., the WG_SIZE determines how
many batch items are processed per WG. borG’s kernels can keep up with CUDA and outperform ISPC, even
though both are designated for this type of parallelization.

On AVX512, both of our own backends and the LLVM-IR backend outperform ISPC on almost
all kernels. ISPCs SPMD-on-SIMD approach, putting each kernel instance into individual register
lanes versus borG’s PIRCH-based approach leads to a significantly higher amount of spills, slowing
down its kernels’ execution time. LLVM’s own backend for AVX512 outperforms our own chunked
AVX512 backend; the heavy use of intrinsics in our code prevents the compiler from optimizations.
Moreover, LLVM’s AVX512 backend is a mature compiler, able to access the whole range of the
AVX512 ISA, whereas our research compiler only offers a limited selection of intrinsics.

On SX-Aurora, GEMM is the worst case for borG. Due to the wide SIMD vectors, most reordering
operations fall back to the store/gather approach. Our kernel’s outer product approach to GEMM
roughly uses one FMA per reordering, i.e. gather operation, creating a bandwidth-bound kernel. As
Aurora’s ISA offers packed float operations only for a subset of instructions, in all other cases, we
resort to splitting a float vector into double vectors and processing both parts individually, which
effectively more than doubling the number of compute instructions for single-precision kernels.
Moreover, the immature LLVM-VE compiler stack was unable to compile some kernel instances due
to the lack of register spilling slots available during register allocation. This varied over LLVM-VE
versions – hence, the results for VE are to be taken with a grain of salt.

For GEMM, GEMA and LDUS, we include runtimes for batched kernels from the vendors’ BLAS
libraries as an absolute reference point. While we have the lead in the GEMA kernels (where we use
DAXPY/SAXPY and a memcopy operation to express𝐶 = 𝐴 + 𝐵), borG’s code does compare poorly
on GEMM on larger matrices - a code that is classically ill-suited for the register cache approach
since it needs to cache 3 full matrices, leading to massive register spills. However, due to its massive
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register file, borG stands its ground for GEMM on CUDA. For kernels that benefit from a register
cache, borG is able to keep up, as evidenced by LDUS. At least the AVX512 BLAS comparisons,
however, should be taken with a grain of salt: lacking some batched kernels in the MKL [53], we
used OpenMP to parallelize BLAS kernels over the batch size. Additionally, BLAS kernels are more
flexible, accepting matrices of arbitrary size, while borG specializes for one fixed size per compile
run, saving a lot of overhead in the process, including cache-aware tiling of input matrices. On the
other hand, these kernels have often been hand-tuned by vendors on the assembly level.

Item-wise kernels. These kernels (results in Fig. 7) rarely use cross-lane operations, making
them prime examples for ISPC and CUDA. Given the kernels’ short runtimes, results for AVX512
benchmarks are noisy due to OS and scheduler influences. However, we still see an edge for borG
– it comes close or exceeds ISPC’s performance. On CUDA, we are second to NVCC on smaller
WG_SIZEs, but consistently have an small advantage for larger WG_SIZEs. This trend continues on
SX-Aurora – where borG catches up once the wide vectors are filled to a sufficiently degree. NCC
is able to vectorize over all batch items directly, explaining its consistent performance. We point
out that NCC seemingly operates with a reduced precision even with optimization level -O3; both
in FRCG and LDUS, it lacks precision compared to all the other backends and compilers. As Fig. 9
(f) shows, this can make a considerable difference on SX-Aurora.

5.2 Ablation studies.
We close with ablation studies on the performance impact of the crucial WG_PACK parameter and the
optimizations in borG’s SIMD backends as discussed in Section 4.2.2 using the double precision
LDUS kernel. Fig. 8 visualizes the the effects of WG_PACK. For CUDA, higher packing leads to higher
register pressure and thus limits the SM’s ability to hide latencies. The SIMD backends show a
different characteristic: As long as there are empty lanes in vector registers, packing improves
performance. On AVX512, due to its shorter vector length, this tipping point comes much earlier
than for SX-Aurora. Besides the higher vector length, each core of the SX-Aurora has a higher
number of 96 vector registers vs. 32 for AVX512. We consider WG_PACK to be the crucial parameter
to scale borG’s kernels across both short and long SIMD systems.
Next, we quantify the impact of specialized reordering in the SIMD backends. Starting with

configuration (a), where all cross-lane operations gathers, we enable the following optimizations:
(b) reuse a previous chunk, (c) scalar broadcast, (d) vector broadcast and (e) segmented scalar
broadcast. Additionally, we extend (d) to use an approximation for floating point division (RCP14)
as configuration (f). Furthermore, we evaluate the streaming option from Sec. 4.1. The labels in Fig.
9’s bars are the configurations’ runtimes relative to “baseline” configuration (a). In general, these
results confirm that specialized reordering significantly improves performance over store/gather
across WG_SIZEs. As illustrated in Fig. 5, depending on the chunk size and WG configuration, the
same reordering pattern may be decomposed into different specialized reorderings. AVX512 has no
instruction that would enable any of the logarithmic shuffle patterns. However, due to its shorter
SIMD length, borG can often use scalar broadcasts instead or reuse (i.e. copy) other chunks –
therefore, those two optimizations improve performance the most. For SX-Aurora, the longer SIMD
width shifts the balance towards vector and segmented scalar broadcasts. While the latter’s move
pattern can result in a speed-up of 20%, using logarithmic shifts for segmented scalar broadcasts
results in a heavy performance penalty. The documentation of the SX-Aurora’s architecture does
not provide an explanation for this behavior. Streaming turns out to not be of any use; dealing with
register oversubscription is best left to the compiler itself.

Lastly, we investigate the effects of using runtime-bound (“loop”) instead of compile-time unrolled
(“unroll”) loops. For this experiment, we wrap the GEMA-kernel’s addition in a for-loop, repeating
it 5 times, i.e., 𝐶 = 5 · (𝐴 + 𝐵). Fig. 10 plots the slowdown factor for all three architectures over
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Fig. 8. Parameter studies for the influence of the WG packing factor: while packing has an adverse effect in
CUDA, the parameter proves to be crucial to fill vectors of wide SIMD systems such as SX Aurora.

Fig. 9. Ablation study for specialized reordering functions on the LDUS kernel. As a baseline, we use store/-
gather (a) for each reordering and then continue to enable more specialized functions ((b) reuse, (c) scalar
broadcast, (d) vector broadcasts, (e) segmented scalar broadcasts and (f) RCP approximation for division).
Except for (f), all specialized implementations improve runtimes over a store/gather approach when discovered
by borG.

Fig. 10. Ablation study for the effect of masking due to runtime-bounded loops. We loop over a GEMA kernel
5 times and plot the slowdown factor when we use runtime loops vs. compiler-time, unrolled loops. Note that
all WIs are still executing the same code all the time, i.e., there is no divergence.

WG_SIZEs; we use WG_PACK = 1 for all builds. Runtime-bound loops are implemented through masked
instructions in the body and a popcount() to vote on the stopping criteria over the whole WG. Here,
creating masks involves implicit cross-lane communication and each mask application lead to
register duplication on the device, hitting Aurora’s performance hard (up to 30x loss). On AVX512,
most chunks of the reordering resolve to simple assignments and cross-lane communication is
much cheaper, especially when the WG_SIZE matches multiples of the hardware SIMD width. As
a result, we see a less staggering drop in performance (up to 2.5x). On GPUs, there is almost no
noticeable slowdown: all cross-lane communication maps to fast shuffle calls and branches as well
as predication are supported by the hardware. We conclude that one should prefer compile-time
constant loops and minimize mask usage in order to maintain performance portability.
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6 RELATEDWORK
The warp register cache idiom has become mainstream in the CUDA community [5, 16, 48, 50],
having been generalized into “task-parallel programming for warps” [8].

Architectures and Programmingmodels. SIMD and SIMT are not the end of the architectural
developments; researchers are exploring extensions to both. Tino et al. [51] design and simulate
a SIMT micro-architecture that includes speculative execution and out-of-order execution with
register renaming. Likewise, Fung et al. [21] investigate the dynamic re-building of warps on
the fly in case of branching code, which is beyond the current-generation SIMT model On the
software side, several warp-explicit programming models have been proposed in the past. Warp
consolidation [35] makes the implicit warp-centric programming explicit by a series of (manual)
code transformations which launch only onewarp per CUDA block. Chen et al. [15] draw inspiration
from hardware systolic arrays and map them onto CUDA warps, which is very effective for kernels
with completely static control flow that can be expressed as a sequence of unary transformations
and warp reductions. Similarly, warps are used as the smallest executable units that offer the benefit
of being able to alternate between SIMD and SISD phases in [35]. All these models share the trait of
mapping their computation to warps, minimizing global communication. However, none of these
works comes with a compiler or code generator; they are merely guidelines how to implement a
kernel.

DSLs and code generation. While borG is tailored towards a programming idiom, domain-
specific languages (DSLs) evolved as a means to rapidly implement applications in a limited area.
DSLs can either generate high-level code in a more general language or directly go to an IR level
such as LLVM-IR. For batched Cholesky factorization and Kalman filters, Lemaitre et al. [34] propose
a template system. Rodrigues et al. [44] specify a small DSL for static tensor multiplications – even
parallelizing error correction in 5G base stations [14] warrants a DSL. Likewise, there is a DSL for
stencil operations, prime examples for memory-bound kernels and the importance of minimizing
memory transformations through registers, in CUDA [56]. Code generation is not limited to DSLs,
though: several approaches transform scalar and sequential into parallel code, either through an IR
[9] and different backends or directly through a reinforcement learning approach, that learns when
and how to parallelize and chunk for-loops [25]. Ben-Nun et al. [10] propose a dataflow multi-graph
as IR that allows to split domain science and performance engineering in the development process
and generates code for different platforms. On the CPU side, Bertolacci et al. [12] identify loop
chains as a code construct that defines data sharing and parallel schedules that allow automatic
OpenMP code generation. A recent system specializing on tensor kernels for deep learning is
Tensor Comprehensions [52] which integrates polyhedral code generation, auto-tuning and a DSL
for tensor expressions in Einstein notation.

Vectorizing compilers.Themost general approach for accelerator programming are vectorizing
and parallelizing compilers. Such compilers mainly work by analyzing execution patterns within
(possibly nested) loops, including function calls. [45] detects computations in a program that may
be performed simultaneously in SIMD lanes, and optimizes for vector register usage in order to
minimize memory traffic. The Region Vectorizer [28] is the first open source vectorizer that works
on the whole-function level. After converting a whole function to an SSA based representation,
execution flows are traced, masks generated and loops reordered. Its latest extension, TensorRV
[39] extends its capabilities to nested, multidimensional loops It is also used as a part of a larger
system PACXXv2p [24], which – driven by a single coherent programming model resembling the
data-parallel and memory abstractions of CUDA – can build native kernels for CPU and GPU.
Scalar computation is wrapped into three levels of for-loops which are then vectorized treated by
RV. The classical approach to vectorization is the polyhedral model for code generation [22]. One
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could say that auto-vectorizing compilers offer a common representation for SIMD and SIMT as
well: C code. From the same C code, they generate programs for SIMD-CPUs and GPUs. However,
we argue that SIMD auto-vectorization is somewhat opaque, in contrast to PIRCH and borG, where
a well-defined execution model allows the developer to stay close to the actual hardware – the
transformation is very transparent.
The closest competitor to borG is ISPC [43]. Inspired by graphic shaders, ISPC works with a

SPMD-on-SIMD model, which is similar in concept to our SIMT-on-SIMD model. There are two
main differences: first, ISPC maps every kernel to one SIMD lane; e.g., a batched, 32 × 32 GEMM
requires 3× 32× 32 = 3096 SIMD registers, far exceeding the capacities of any SIMD processor - but
only 12 vector registers on the SX-Aurora using borG. Thus, SPMD-on-SIMD is not well-suited for
CoRe based kernels. Second, ISPC arranges threads in gangs, similar to our WGs, but with a fixed
size that is dictated by hardware. On the other side, its longer development history and support
by Intel makes it a much more general and production-oriented system that goes beyond borG’s
capabilities when it comes to match data structures to computation. The co-developed Sierra [33] is
a C/C++ extension shares some ideas such as automatic blocking and conversion of data structures.
A lot of compilers for high-level languages are based on the compiler infrastructure LLVM

[30] with its IR in SSA-form that is both hardware and language-independent, but permits the
inclusion of platform-specific intrinsics. LLVM IR offers native support for fixed-length vectors of
simple datatypes but, so far, lacks the support for vector features such as an active vector length
(e.g. SX-Aurora) or masked instructions. Furthermore, LLVM IR does not offer a mapping from
SIMD lanes to SIMT threads for e.g., compilation for GPUs. Instead, the internal GPU support
works on scalar code that is run on each thread on the SIMT system. An extension with SIMT
support, especially regarding the semantics of thread divergence, was proposed [23]. Over the
last decade, LLVM IR has become sort of the “lingua franca” for the compiler community; it is,
however, relatively low-level and lacks support for custom extensions. In order to overcome these
weaknesses, [31] propose MLIR, a framework for the definition of customized SSA-based IR dialects.
MLIR allows developers to implement generalized compiler passes on the control flow graph,
enabling a progressive lowering of such dialects to vanilla LLVM IR. Another IR that is used mainly
in the graphics area is Khronos’ SPIR [29]. SPIR-V, its latest version, is a portable binary format that
describes compute kernels and graphics shaders for GPUs and is used as an IR in popular graphics
APIS OpenGL, Vulkan but also offers support for OpenCL 2.1.

Portability. Vectorizing compilers convert scalar code into code for vectorized computation.
Since there are many platforms that can deal with vectors, a mapping from vectorized code to
the platform is the next step to a final binary. Thus, another category of works target program
portability, i.e., the ability to use a program on different platforms without re-implementing it.
For SIMD platforms, this entails the ability to work with different hardware SIMD widths, ideally
without recompiling. Vapour SIMD [41] solves this problem by explicitly embedding the vector
idioms that a compilers auto-vectorization pass detects in scalar code in a custom bytecode format.
A recent proposal for an extension to LLVM [38] also lowers arbitrary-length vectors in LLVM IR
to the underlying SIMD platform at compiler time. At runtime, a Just-In-Time compiler is used
to lower the bytecode to the SIMD instruction set in use, often comparable in performance to
native vectorization. Liquid SIMD [17] proposes a lower-level approach: mapping a baseline scalar
instruction set to vector instructions at runtime in hardware. By encoding induction variables for
scalar loops, a deterministic finite automaton may be synthesized for this task.
A stricter variant of program portability is performance portability, which was the goal of the

OpenCL [47] standard. Du et al. [19] evaluated its effectiveness on a GEMM kernel, concluding
that it is vital to tune parameters, such as blocking or unrolling, per platform. A similar evaluation
has been done for the competing OpenACC standard [36] with similar results. Building on this
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portability, Steuwer et al. [46] propose an IR for higher-level languages that encodes some of
OpenCL’s concepts, allowing tuning and optimization on a lower level and outputting transformed
OpenCL code. The performance and versatility of OpenCL depends on the quality of drivers and
compilers implemented on each platform. For a SIMT-to-SIMD style transformation, CPU-based
OpenCL drivers apply ISPC’s approach, sharing weaknesses and advantages. While borG inevitably
shares some concepts with the referenced works, its hybrid approach, integrating a code generator
for flexible WG parameterization, an abstract IR for both SIMD and SIMT representation and a
cross-architecture source-to-source compiler makes it a unique approach.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We observed that programs following the collective register cache idiom are good candidates for
performance-portable, cross-architecture computational kernels. We therefore defined a gener-
alization of the idiom (CoRe) and a virtual architecture (PIRCH) to abstract SIMD and SIMT
architectures. We presented the borG compiler, to automatically map the programs to PIRCH, and
generate optimized compute kernels for three different architectures.
The provided kernels provide similar performance to hand-tuned implementation on all three

evaluated architectures, and in some cases, borG even produced code that is comparable to vendor-
tuned libraries, significantly reducing the burden for programmers in need of custom kernels.

Besides future work previously mentioned, we plan to extend abstractions to add more dynamic
control flow and runtime-indexed shuffles. Furthermore, we would like to couple borG with stencil
optimizers to address the generation of custom deep learning kernels. We already proposed a
hardware extension [49] that realizes a variant of “runtime”-PIRCH on a slightly modified vector
architecture.
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